Level VI The Prophet Moses Takes “Marrianna” On Sacred
Journey’s Through Higher Dimensions
29. Master Light Beings from Other Galaxies
Gift me with Sacred Healing Wisdom.
Beloved Moses and “Marrianna”

Beloved Moses, please come and sit with me this morning and share
your Sacred Wisdom with me.
“Greetings my Child, I will indeed share more Gifts of Wisdom for
you to ground and share with the Multitudes. Know that your plans to
Create a New Format for your Web Site will serve you well for more and
more people will open their Hearts to receive. Worry not how many, or
when or if you get it right. You are a clear and open channel for the
Divine Wisdom to flow through you. You are doing what you told the
Great Divine ‘IS’ you would do. Know you are being assisted with your
Health and in Time you will be pain free. You must hold that “Thought”
which will help create it.”
“Now let’s go explore New Territories for you.”
Moses takes hold of my arm and again, as always, I am filled with
His Higher Frequency and I am again in the Blissful State, eager to See
what today holds in store. Today Feels different but I don’t know why.
Moses shares, “That I am growing from within and things will
continue to change for me every day, and that it is important that I allow
rest for my Body and stay in the ‘No Rush’ mode of living that I talk
about.”
I Feel the temperature change as the soft winds enfold me with
warmth and I See a Bright Light. I can’t make it out but I think we are
being greeted by three Light Beings. They look different from Humans but
the Love I Feel dissipates any fear I might have had before I could Feel
them. It seems that we merge as though they move through me and out
the other side. My essence is of Light Vibration on this Dimension and I
am pain free. I like that very much.

I am told, “That as we Download and Ground this Feeling into my
Crystal Bed in the Back of my Head and down through all my Chakras,
down into my legs and into the Iron Core Crystal Grid, then back up again,
I can then experience that Pain Free Feeling in my physical Body in the
third Dimension. It will not happen overnight, but it will provide a
pathway for me and many others who choose to experience this entire
process. Gateways are being opened throughout the Galaxies for all upon
the Earth Plane and Beloved Mother Earth, ‘Gaia’ at this time.”
This Healing is very different from any others! It Seems to be simply
out in the ethers not in a room or Temple.
Moses shares, “These Masters of Light have traveled from their
Galaxies to Gift me with the Healing techniques that have been
Downloaded into my Crystal Bed in the Back of my Head and into the Iron
Core Crystal Grid. Know that many Masters are eager to share their
Wisdom with you for Humanity. This is all possible due to my Family
Inheritance of being from the House of Moses and Connected to the
Moses Lineage of Wisdom. Know that this same principle was done to
anchor the Ten Commandments into the Iron Core Crystal Grid that was
recorded as “Written in Stone.”
I Hear different music and Feel different vibrations, that seem to
Pulse with a different beat with Higher Sounding Tones that have a feeling
of Bubbles moving through me. Moses is sending different colors of
Healing Light towards me and I Feel His Fathering, Caring Love washing
over me.
Moses says, “We have All been waiting a very long time for these
Healing Times to take place. All the Heavenly Host is in Celebration of
Humanity’s Awakening! My Child, Know that it only takes one. That
means Everyone in Humanity can start the process in motion based on
their Heritage but they have to be open to receive the Knowledge first.”
It was over thirty years ago when I became aware of my Heritage,
but it has taken all the Clearings of myself and others, plus the
Unconditional Love for Self and All Others, as well as my Willingness to
Share the Gifts I have been Given without the focus being on how much
money will I make from sharing it.

The Heart is only Truly free when Nothing Matters because as we realize
we are All One no Matter what Race, Financial status or what Anyone has
done. Simply no Judgment, no Ego, only Pure, Pure Love of Self and All
Others before this can take place.
Moses shares, “This will create a Pathway for you to help the
Multitudes as Spirit shared with you over thirty-three years ago when
your father died. The secret is you listened and followed Spirit without
Hesitation and Willingly showed others how to do the same thing. Now
by sharing your Experiences you have come ‘Full Circle’ and your Earthly
life and Body is Transforming into Crystalline Healing Light.”
“Your Presence will Heal all you Come into contact with and even
more when you learn to Live Completely grounded on the Earth Plane. At
that time your Earthly Vehicle will provide a Corridor of Light from Above
to be Downloaded into the Iron Core Crystal Grid unobstructed by Lower
Vibrations. Then simply Pure Creator Light, The Adamantine Particles,
will Flow Through You and Others with Effortless Effort.”
Moses shares, “The Gifts to follow are beyond description but we
will take a slow but steady journey.”
I sense we are about to “Part Company” with these Beautiful
Masters of Light. They are telling me that the Love Feelings they have
given me are Codes that will always Open Doors of Sacred Wisdom from
Worlds on High that can be used for the Highest Good for All.
I can tell they are as Thankful to give their Gifts as I am to Receive
them.
I am told, “That a Corridor has been created by this encounter and
more Wisdom will be Downloaded for Humanity and Mother Earth. I will
know them by the High Pitched Sounds I will Hear softly in my Ears that
my ‘Peace Crystal Bed’ will assist me in connecting directly with them if I
so desire.”
Moses touches my Third Eye and tells me, He will return me safely
to my living room.”
Next thing I am aware of is my cat “Misty”, sound asleep on my lap
and the Beautiful Crystal Bowl Music playing. I can’t wait to read what I

wrote as I experienced this Wonderful Healing. I Thank You Moses! I
hear softly, “You are Loved my child.” “I am Your Beloved Moses.”
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